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Bridgewater State College

SGA:MORE
REVISIONS
by Dotty Tisevich
At Tue~day's SGA meeting the
Senate voted to'" accept some
revised Eligibility Requirements
for recognition of clubs and
organizations for facilities and for
funding. The revisions in the
form of an amendment to 'the SGA
constitution, were proposed by
the Legislative Affairs Committee and came out of a weekend
conference held by SGA (see The
Comment, February 27: SGA
Holds Marathon Revisionary
Meeting). What the revisions do is
define explicitly requirements
tha t must be· met for clubs and
organizations to be recognized for
use of campus facilities and for
the ability to petition the SGA for
funds by submitting a budget

equitable system of allocation.
Also voted on by the Senate
was a proposal to change over to a
semi-annual budget.· Allocations
will be done in the spring and in
the fall. This also was explained
in last week's article in the (
Commemt. The main reasons for
the changeover· are complaints
organizations over the present
budgeting system and an attempt
on the part of SGA to develop a
more equitable system of
allocation of the SGA fee. Some
typical problems of the old syst1m
occur with the changeover of
officers in the fall of each year.
These are· not the same officers
who drew up the budget for the
previous spring and often they
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tivities, and in some cases find
To be recognized for facilities,
they ould like more money than
a club or organization must meet
was originally budgeted for
the following requirements
(although the amount budgeted
(condensed) :
for
is very often cut from the
1. be non-profit (all funds raised
original
request>. Which leads to
go back into the club or
another problem: the budget
organization)
requests themselv~s. In the past,
2. be student-run
3. constitution must be in com- . clubs and organizations have
pliance with the SGA constitution discovered through experience
that they usually do not receive
4. perform a service valuable to
the full amount of money they
the student body.
representatives from clubs, and
The
requirements
for budgeted for. Therefore, they
makes recom~endations on
recognition for funding by SGA tend to "pad" their budget
requests to allow for cuts but still
allocations to the Senate. The
(also condensed):
main reason that' Ways and
1. constitution in compliance with insure (or try to insure) that they
will get the'~ount of money they
Means recommends many of the
. SGA constitution
cuts is food: the SGA has adopted
2.
membership open to all want. This places a strain on
the policy that no money will be
members of the -Association (all Ways and Means, the SGA
committee which reviews the
allocated for food. It was the
students paying the SGA fee)
feelinJ! of the Senate that food is a
3. perform an educational of budgets, holds hearings with
academic service for the students
of BSC
4. be non-profit
5. . only members of the
Association may take part in the
formal voting procedure in all
matters
concerning
the
by Jodie Bailey
organization'a funds
6. hold elections at least 3 weeks
Anthony Andre was chief of the
A testimonial dinner, given by
prior to the SGA deadline for
Campus Police (Senior Security the Bridgewwter State College
Spring budget requests
Officer) for almost ten years Police Association, was held on
7.
before the deadl~ne for
before he retired on December 31, February 21 for the former chief.
budgets, must submit to the SGA
1974.
secretary a list of officers, ap~
proximation ·of melll:bership, and
any constitutional amendments
8. general meeti~s shaH be OI}>m
to every mehtber of the
Association.
Any violat,ion of the above
requirements 'shall be considered
grounds for freezing or revocation
of frnds;
This procedure of
adhering to the eligibility
requirements should enable SGA .
to keep tighter control over club.
expenditures and ~ow for amor~~ ... ". ~

luxury item that should be cut
from all budgets. This step was
necessary because of the limited
budget SGA hastQ work with 'and
the large number of' etUbS' .and
organizations (over 30 and in-·
creasing) that are recognized for
funding.
The obvious solution would

seem to smile people to be to stop
recognizing clubs for ftnding and
work . only with those already
eJti~ting on campus. A pollcy such
as this, however, would be extremely unfair to students with a .
genuine interest and. good
potential for an active club.

CAMPUS POLICE CHIEF
RETIRES
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Among the speakers were. State
Representative, Peter Flynn,
former Representative David
Flynn, Louis Perry, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds,
and ·Officer James Zeiba, who
represented- the Campus Police.
Former Chief Andre was given
a certificate for twenty years of
faithful service signed by
Governor Dukakis.
He also
received a certificate from the
House of Representatives a
plaque from the Campus Police
Association, and a putter-irom the
English Department because his
hobby is golf.
Prior. to. ~~ming- the· firSt,
;l.c;~~P~ t}Qlicp chi~ in l~. Andre.

had been a regular campus police
officer since 1957. He had also
been a truck' driver on campus
before becoming an officer.
Former Chief Andre recalled
the 'most .memorable incident on
campus while he was chief.
Albert DeSalvo,· the Boston
Strangler, escaped from the·
Massachusetts
Correctional
Institute and stole as,tud~nt's car
from one· of. the caillpus' lots.
A new chief of police has not
been chosen as yet.
Chief Andre said that he enjoyed the students of Bridgewater
.State and every minute of
working on the Campus Police
Foree.... "-
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Remember September (the first month of school), when frantic SGA
Senators and frenzied club officers were at each others' throats; SGA
meetings ran until 1 : 00 in the a.m. and nobody was happy.
Our illustrious Student Government had not forgotten and over the
course of the past few weeks have drawn up a complete revision of the
eligibility requirements for recognition of clubs and organizations for
facilities and fundings.
This semi-annual budgeting plan is a long needed solution to a problem
that confronts every club and organization on campus each spring.
No longer will incoming officers have to bear themistakes of a former
administration. Though the SGA will have a tighter control on monies
giong out and coming in, it will be mUch easier for the parties concerned
to plan an efficient short term budget, rether than pad a year of uncertain
events. The need for special allocations because frnds intended for
second semester were used in .,hrst semester will be almost eliminated.
A . new budget will be allocated.
The revision of budgeting procedures has re-enforced in my mind the
idea Student Government can work effectively; something that is often
- disguised wren sitting in on Tuesday night's meetings
SJL
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ro the editor in reply to the letter
of Maureen' Curley:

Maureen

as if it were a direct quotation
when actually it was paraphrased
t9 ;emphasize the points you
wished to. make.
If you
remember, in our note and in our
subsequent conversation with you
(another facf that you conveniently left out), we gave you
the reasons for the domitory
policy. These reasons you also
neglicted to memltion.
Secod, we resent theimplication, however irrelevent,
that we did not participate in the

On the _ surface your letter
seems very reasonable, and if we
wern't acquainted with the issues
concerned, we wuld also sympathize. We are sorry if your
transition to life at BSC has been
difficult, but there are facts that
have been dsdtorted by your
letter.
First, we object to the way that
the note we left to you was quoted

fast. We are sorry that did not
bother to investigate the facts
before you made your allegations.
Third, although we are
genuinely sorry that BSC is not
the close community that we
would all like it to be, the fact
remains that over 4100 students
. attend the college, and it is impossible to know them all. Since
the study hall at Tillinghast was
converted to a classroom, many
students~ come into Tilly who
never did before, As a result,
(this is NOT casting aspersions on .
. you personally) security in the dormitory has had to be tightened
in a way that was never necessary
before.
RESIDENTS
OF
Tillinghast also are not able to use
their own facilties as they used to
because of the increased number
of unauthorized people using
them.
We are sorry if your connotative interpretaton of the
words we used in writing and
speaking to you caused you to
dis tor t the incident, However
what we said, and your irrelevant
speculations abot our motives and

Nancy. Doheny
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SCIENCE
ABSTRACfIONS

FOR

Edited by Al LaFrance

COFFEEHOUSE
by Mary Chris Kenney
Every time I enter the
Everyman Coffeehouse in the Old
Methodist Hall on Cedar St. ,
behind Boyden
. , I am amazed
at the transition of the:. sunday
school room into the
evening cabaret, this past
weekend was nOt exception.
UnusaI for the
Coffeehouse crowd was the
performances on Saturday and
Sundays nites instead the usual
Friday evening. But this did not
deter many of the regular people
from their weekly appearance as
well as other people familiar with
the musicians playing. Saturday
was the return of Bill Staines, a
six year veteran of the coffeehouse circuit, and producer of
. three fold albums (only available
at his concerts.) Bill has become
the coffeehouse hero with his
repea ted. and . truly enjoyable
gigs.
His style of play~g
is called "cotton-picking" named
after the folk guitarist, Elizabeth
Cotton who origined the backwards approach with all the
strings strung in the opposite way
than is usual. Upon speaking to
Bill in between his three sets of
the evening, he stated that he was
glad to be back in the Northeast
again, both his native area (born
in Lexington, Mass.) and the best
area for coffeehouses. Bill has
played several times at our own
Cambridge
Coffee
house,
Passim's. He has been playing
now for~seventeen years; just for
the; pure enjoyment of it, the
money's not too great.
Sunday night was set aside for
, the Edelin benefit concert star-

ting off with the Sons Senza Nome
Trio headed by Prof. Henry
Santos of the Music Dept. with
Ross Hahn an acoustic, John
Hayes on Bass and Jack Leo on
thekeyboards, all students at the
college., They were mainly
playing free form jazz and the
results were surprisingly
entertaining. The second half of the
show was "Wood Rock" , a guitar
band comprised of four very
talen ted
guys
from
the
Bridgewater p.rea. They proved
to highlight the evening with their
harmonies, and more than
adequate playing of familiar pop
tunes that often come off lousy if
n<?t done with some expertise.

Hildebrand's original
songs were exceptionalyy well
done, especially his love song to
Patrika. All and all the For
Everyman Coffeehouse came
across with the talent guarenteed
to .please all those who enjoy the
relaxing mood of folk. If you
haven't dropped by on a Friday
night, you are definitely missing
one of Bridgewater's best
spotlight on local talents. Cme by
and you'll find tiie atmosphere is
congenial and you can sit back
aor a while and listen to
something that you want too for a .
change. If you missed Woodrock,
you can catch them this Friday
evening for only a dollar.

STUDENT
TEACHING·
APPLICA TIONS
App1ication;~ for entrance into
the
Teacher
Preparation
Program and for Senior OffCampus Student Teaching are
available from the Office of
Department Chairmen and' 'from
the Teacher Preparation and
Placement Ofice (Tillinghast
Hall).
Any now interested in or who
believe they may become interestedin teaching must apply
for and be accepted into the
Teacher Preparation Program.
Undergradua tes planning to
undertake senior student teaching
are to apply for that status in their

junior year.
Applicants should verify with
the OJiice of the Dean of Students
that they have met the health and
tuberculin test criteria for approval.
Completed application forms
are to be returned to the' Ofice
from which obtained by Friday,
March 21.
The deadline for acceptance of
applications for inclusion on the
College teacher certification list
is Monday, March 24.
These are to be filed a t the
Teacher
Preparation
and
Placement Office.

ATTENTION VETERANS
On Feb. 18. a meetmg was held in the Student Union Building concerning the formation of a Veterans Club. In the past, a Veterans Club
has been useful; both on the campus of B.S.C. and iii the community of
Bridgewater. It should be of concern to all Veterans to organize and take
an active interest in college and community affairs. We understand that
you as a commuter or dormitory resident have other major and important obligations to your family and to your studies. and we can only
ask you to consider the possibility 01 helping us OD the road to some useful
purpose.
Please return the questionnaire below to Mr. Elias' office during your
next regularly scheduled class. The next meeting will take place at the
Rathskellar located in the Student Union Building and the date will be
announced.
.

.... _. . ________ U---.I-----a:..t-III!I'--..

LEAD IN
NEWSPRINT

A team of researchers at the Connecticut Agriculture ExperimenJ
Station has found that recycled newsprint contains more lead than virgin
newsprint.
Although there was generally more lead in newspapers printed using
lead plates, the ranges found suggested that something other than the
printing process was responsible for much of the increase
The researchers noted a corresponding reduction in the' amount of lead '
when two newspapers switched from lead-plate letterpress to offset
printing, but the decrease in lead content was not the same for both
papers.
With the cooperation of two newspapers, the sCientists obrained ink
and paper samples for analysis. The ink contained littlelead, buta fourfold increase in the amount of lead was observed when comparing copies
printed on recycled paper with copies printed on virgin newsprint.
Checking unprinted paper, the scientistS found that recycled newsprint
contained as much as six times the amount of lead as compared with
previously unused newsprint.
An analysis of the ink and paper used by one newspaper printed by
offset revealed a lead content of 3 parts per million (ppm) for unprinted
virgin newsprint, 1 ppm for the ink, and 12 ppm for unprinted 100%
recycled paper. Newspapers printed on the same presses, using the same
ink, but on recucled 'paper, contained 13 ppm lead.
The lead content of eight samples of newspapers printed using lea~
plates ranged from 4 to 23 ppm. Offset-printed newspapers (excluding
the one mentioned above) ranged in lead content from 1 to 12 ppm. A
comic section printed in color by modified letterpress, had 69 ppm.
BECAUSE MANY VEGETABLE GROWERS AND HOME GARDNERS
USE OLD NEWSPAPERS AS A MULCH, THE SCIENTISTS GREW
ONION, LETTUCE, RADISH, AND CORN PLANTS TO SEE IF LEAD
IN THE PAPER WOULD BETAKEN IN. No lead was found in the plants
Previous work by the same researchers showed that color·printed
magazine pages contained up to 29,000 ppm of lead. Thus, they concluded
that "recycled paper made primarily from paper printed by lead type or
with colored inke might contain more lead that that made from paper
printed by offset, modified letterpress, or with black ink. H
~
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1. Do you feel the counselor of Veterans affairs is well informed in:

jobs? ....................................... . , •••••••••••• yes

no

b. financial aid? ..................................-._.. yes

no

c. placement? ,••••••••_

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

8.

d. academic?

•••• _

......_.......

............................................

e. career guidance? ...................................

IT'S A PLANE!
.

f. other (please explain) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

take advantage of tutorial services'?
yes
3. Would you like to receive a veteransNews~tter?
yes
4. What time during the n i.ght or day could you make yourself available for a short qleeting
Day
concerning Vets Club activities?
5. Are you too busy to even bother with more c:m tside activities?
..
yes
6. Do you follow Veterans Legislation in Washington or Local LegIslation
.
concerning your future benefIts?
yes
7. Do you know about the Student Health Plan?
yes

no

Z. 0'0 you

,.iSSSiSS""",'

isssessss

SSSSSSSSS'ASSS

no
Ni£!ht
no

558S ;sss

no

no

, '"

Dolphins and whales are being used a biological weapons, ~orpedoeS
and carriers of spy equipment, according to Michael'Greenwood, (orm~
'Senior Researcher for the Department of Defense.
In a public address, Greenwood said that the dolphins and whales ar
captured in open areas of the ocean, trained in labs for three months and
released to become part of the US weapons system.
Using a variety of methods, including the insertion of equipment int<
the animals' stomachs, researchers are able to turn to the creatures int(
sensitive electronic spies, capable ·of identifying the latitude ane
longitude of ships and the activity of the men on board, Greenwood said
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Something New
S011lething Blue
by Richard Tonner
is finally upon us; a month which traditionally has brought us
crocuses peeking through the barren landscape, the return of geese
vacationing in tropical climates, pleasant brisk winds, atl(f a" welcome
change of optimism. This optimism vividly contrasts the enveloping
wave of a dreadful February. Perhaps it is my imagination, but I sensed
" aJ.,:ound me an air of depression. How could the month of blazing red
• wIiMntfries, celebrated ground-hogs and Washington's Birthday sales
lend a feeling of remorse to us? A confifant summed it up saying,
"Ji'ebruary is so blah, I can't wait for spring."
Generally this time in the academic year is an unfavorable one;
confusion and hopelessness pervade every campus corner. Gray skies
cast gloom everywhere; where do we hide? Proclaiming our strengths,
we' attempt to attack this gloom with a brighter outlook, only to find this
momentary brightness trickling away with the last melting snows. Our"
problem? We ask too many questions in February. What am I doing here?
Wha t am I in this major for? What kind of a job will I get? Will I even get
a job? Why aren't I enjoying myseH? Where are these "best years of
your life"? What kind of a person am I? We blame February for grey
skies and relentless mental havoc.
While last month could have been mucn,,~~'ttFr for this writer, I
secretly found a strain of humor in this lurR1n'~ misery. It would be
sadistic to revel in the problems of individual people (I need my friends),
but as a group it was humorous, Complaints, black faces, complaints,
forced smiles, more complaints. I couldn't help but laugh through these
"Bridgewater blues." Everyone was sharing the same experience, and
laughter was its' cure.
Swan-boats, Easter-eggs, .green, alld k!tes signal the' ~rtj.val, of
- something new. HpefUIly; this rtewheSirWill usher out dismal F'ebruary'
and gloomy B.S.C. STUDENTS. Undoubtedly we will seek another 0tltlet
to vent our frustrations but we better keep it to ourselves. We have
waited too long for March.
~arch

"

posters have been stamped and
placed in the propef areas.
The
Student
National
Education Assoc. has attempted
>to re,achout: and.~.q.volve:_~he
college community inworksh,0ps,

-~~t~~e;. ~~~als~~~~~ifd;~ -th'e

responsibilities for world hunger,
are not the point.
The fact
remains that the dormitory policy
states that the use of the dorm
facilities are restricted to dorm
students. If you have an objection
to the policy, we suggest you take
it to the Administration.
Sincerely
"jean 'Fuller
Marilyn Johnson

college
community,
work
together as a unit. Someone has
been, in a small but signigicant
way, breaking apart this unity. I
would greatly appreciate it, as I
know the members of SNEA and
other interested students and)
faculty would, if who " ev~r has
been removing our posters would
refrain from doing so in the
future. Come on, gang! Let's get
with it!
Sincerely,
lCathleen E. Chase
Publicity Director SNEA
f

I am writing to voice a complaill
' d'
,
E
D~rEl~:
, concernmg the removal of S N A
h ght th t th'
dt
.
I t ou
a Iswas suppose 0
posters from the bulletin boards
be
L'b
1
A
ts'
tit
t'
? At
.
a 1 era r ms u m.
on campus.
The Student
National
1eas t tha t' s wha t th.f
.
e acuIty IS
.
. .
Education ASSOCIation pay for
I
t
1"
If
th
t
l'S so
a ways e 1\ngus.
a
,
these posters. and depends on
h
were
was th e f acuIty 1as t
them as a prIme means of comTh
d
. g h
Mr
.
.
h
urs" ay evenm w ~n ,'.
mUllIcatIon
between
~, e
STOS
AND
HIS
TRIO
,·
H
G~~ THEIR CONCERT IN
organization itself and the college
community. Recentl~ many of
THE Student Union Auditorum?
The place s'filled with stUdents
our posters ha~e disappeared
before the advertIsed. event has
there were few faculty to be seen.
occurre?'
I. realIze that,
Does our faculty just talk a goOd
economically, tl~es are hard f~r
game? I conted only six faculty
many of us, but It seems that If
rnem bers a t tha t concer.t The
someone is so desparate for
Academic Dean the head of the
poster board they could at least
Crea t'1ve AtS D'···
IVlSlOn and the
have the dec~ncy to ~se. out-ofChairman of the Music Departdate posters (If you can t fmd any
ment were there (as they should
on the bulletin boards, check the
have been) AND three other
rubbish containers . . . there are
faculty mmbers. There weren't
usually recyclable poster boards
even any other members of the

thep~~haps

I am wrong in
assuming that private parties are
involved in the removal of our
posters. It is possible that, in the
Union at least, they have been
taken down by someone hired by
the S.U. However, if this is the
"a::;e, Ifeel that it must be an error
i Al the part of this employer as I
have always made sure that my
'-$'

Music Department therto hear .
Mr. ~tos.)
.
_
I beheve that If you are a teach,e!
in a Liberarts institution seriously
then you should set a good
example. (They're getting more
like Watergate characters every
day.) I think we are catching on
faculy. JST GIVE LIP SERVICE,
BUT.DON'T,REALL'SUPPORT.-

Palladino

Edited by,
Reupholstering
Electric :Otair
The" -clectic ,chair of Indiana
Mtchigan City is
State Prison
soon to be reupholstered at the
cost of $3,000, in preparation for
an execution scheduled for April
5. The is rebuilt for Orlando Fair,
51, a man convicted of first degree
murder. He was described by
police as a "hit man" in an
alleged drug war. The chair has
not been used rn the last 34 years.
Another planned execution ,on
June 2, is for William Gaddis,
convicted of first-degree murder
in the death of a policelieutanant.
A1973 Indiana statue established
the death penalty for crimes such
as killing for hire and killing a
policeman. Legislators believe
the new law will overcome the
objections of the US Supreme
Court, which ruled Indiana's
death penalty unconstitutional.

Against IIollQw
Pt. Bullets

in

•••••••

Oil Import Fees
President Ford vetoed the bill
that would have delayed his oil
import fees for 90 days and
agreed'to postpooe for 60 days· the
the imposition of the second and
third dollar of the fees. THE first
dollar fee was imposed as of
·Feb.l. Asecond dollar would have
been added last Saturday and the
next on April 1 (April Fool's
Day! ). In order to better his
chances of having the
veto
sustained, Ford agreed to the 60day wait.
The White House
promised a "tilt" in the oil cost
increases, so that gas would be
raised 2 cents a gallon, home
heating oil, residual oil and jet
fuel would be held t.o 1 cent a
gallon.
House Speaker Carl
Albert ,scheduling a vote for
overriding the presidential veto of
90-day legislation, was sure they
w
.t.h~

:::::::::==::::==:::=::===:.~~~-=-:.-.
()t.~cpr,.

Electric Bills Up
The average M~ss, home increa.sed
its monthly electric bills more
than 21% between January 1973
and Januaryl974. This makes the
Bay State the secon highest
charged utility rates in the·nation
,following New York. According
to the Federal Power CommiSSion, Mass. consumers
paid$14.05 for 500 kilowatt hours
of electicity in Jan. 1073 and paid
$17,.10 in Jan. 1974. As the rate
rose 21.7 % in Mass., it rose 12.3%
NATIONWIDE. The trende was
influenced by the higher taxes
and fuel cost in the New Eqgland
area. The FPC data are based on
weighted electric bill-250 kiowatt
hours of peak power used at high
demand periods and 250 kilowatt
hours of off-peak power generally
used for water heating.

•••••••

Survives with
Snow and Water
Edward Paton. 24, was lost for 2
and a half days alone in sub-zero
tempera tures and a diet of snow
and water in the new Hampshire
Mt. Washington. When he
managed to make his way to
safety, Paton said it was a matter
of deter minathm and "mind over
matter". A40-m.m rescue team
had caned off its search because
of treacherous weather and PO{)T
climbing conditions. Shortly after
they did so, Paton wanH~d to a

Sp{;nsors conceei!ed ~pat ~e
legislation requiring the use of a
tranqui1iz~r weapon in stead of
'the traditional' police handgun
was in need of more study. Police
groups across the state opposed
legislation and
bills, banning
hollow point bullets. One sponsor,
Rep: Doris Bunte (D· Boston)'
REPORTED THAT RESEARCH
IS BEING DONE BUT NOT
COMPLETE. She also agreed
that some side effects could be
worse than injuries
dguns.
Bills demanding a ban on
hollow-point ammilnition
supported by the Civil Libertiies:l
Union of Massachusetts and
Evans of Weymouth,
recently filed a $10 million suit
against the city of Quincy, Mayor
Walter Hannon apd Police
Frank Finn because Evans
permanently paralyzed
.'
being shot with this type of bullet
last May.
~

......

Shirley Temple
Shirley Temple films
been ruled unsuitable for sh()wing·
to children on Britain's
dependent television network
because they are lacking in '
relevance to the lives of modern
children said a spokes~an . ,The
,1930's are more likely to appeal to
the nostalgia seeking older people
rather than the sophisticated
children of today. Shirley Temple
has not been banned but she has
been removed from her
time slot said the spokesman for
the Independent Broadcasting
Authority which regulates
commercial TV.

,S.G.A. and Class Election . Schedule
..,

~

.....

.:

EXEC. BOARD AND SENATORS AT LARGE
Nomination papers' available
Nomination papers turned in by
Primary election
Final election
CLASS OF 1976

what's
t.u. ??
jp
Interstate 495 from Foxboro to
Bridgewater and the potentially
disasterous effects that siltation,
from construction and proposed
1,500 tons of salt per year that
would be allowed to enter the
surrounding waterways.
One other service that T.U.
offers is education of the public.
Next week, they shall be here on
campus to fill us in on what we
may be able to do to help. (See
Ad). Also, if you'd like to attend
one of their monthly meetings you
won't have to go far.
The
meetings are at the Bridgewater
Beagle Club, at 7:30 on the 2nd
Monday of each month.
In a time when so many are
calling for a cleaner enviornment,
its encouraging to see that some

Nomination papers available
Nomination papers turned in by
Primary election
Final election
CLASS OF 1977
Nomination papers available
Nomination paper turned in by
Primary election
Final-election

.

3/10/75
3/21/75
4/11/75
4/16/75
·3/17/75
4111175
4/18/75
4/23/75

T. U. are the initials of an international organization called
Trout Unlimited, concerned with
the preservation and restoration
4/21/75
of our clean waters and the fish
and wildlife associated with them.
T. U. has a. national membership of 250 chapters across the
United States and Canada. The
CLASS OF 1978
local chapter - Southeastern
Mass. - has been very active in
Nomination papers available
this area in the counties of Bristol,
Nomination papers turned in hy
Plymouth, and Barnstable, in
conserving our natural waters.
Primary election
Presently one of their most
ambitious projects is assisting the
Final election
Mass. Division. of Fisheries and
Game' Study on sea-run brown
Nomination papers available in Information Booth
trout, currently being studied on
All elections held across ~om Bookst6re
our coastal rivers.
Also, T.U. is presently lobbying
on the proposed extension of are actually doing something ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _-1
about it.

4/7/75

4/25/75
4/30/75

4/14/75
4/28/75
5/2175
5/7/75
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IN TUNE

by Kathleen Chase& Paula DiNatale,

To see them more clearly, love
them more dearly, follow them
more nearly all day long - these
were the objectives of the
Elementary Education Workshop
sponsored by the Student National
Education Association last
Tuesday, February 25th.
At
approximately 9:15, the Student
Union Ballroom was taken over
by forty fourth-graders from St.
Patrick's School in Brockton and

'l'ITIT&'I&

our own Burnell, anxious to begin The entire ballroom suddenly'
their adventure with college . became alive as many voices students. What would the day children's and adult's - united to
create the beautiful sound of
have in store for them?
After the initial excitement and togetherness.
During . several other lively
curiosity settled down, the
children became actively in- renditions including such tunes as
volved 'with a rousing chorus of Black & White, Tie a Yellow
"If You're Happy and You Know Ribbon Round the Old Oak Tree,
It" led by Mr. Music Man himself, and Bingo, to which children
Bill Abraham, in conjunction with played rhythm instruments, a
feeling of co-operation and
Dr. Asselin and her music class.
1'1'&

FREE FILMS
Thurs. March 13th. at 7: 30
Library Lecture
'The Gifts' -CBS TV production
'The !Vay of a Trout'

:.a.

Josten's

RING DAYS
MARW~6&7

Thurs. &

across from' the Bookstore

1t.l-21....~I.'&.~I'.I.2!!I.=.I=,!.!:&.I"=.I=.I..I==,L~.I.---~'1 all high

school

Ea ~h Science Workshop
Thurs. March 13th 10 am to 4 pm
in the SO Ballroom

Activities include ...
slide show by Prof. 's
Enright and Hoekzema
demonstration tables
all are invited.

Fri.:

10:00..3:00

presented by Trout Unlimited
sponsored by bio. club

friendship had been cultivated.
Smiles - all sizes - and glowing
faces spread throughout the
entire group.
Now it was time to take a
breather ... we were all suffering
from shortness of breath! Miss
Bouchard from the Library
Science Department had joined us
and brought a film, ROCK IN
THE ROAD, which caused many
giggles but which was also

accepted

•
nngs

as

trades

FREE
FULL NAME ENGRAVING
$10.00 deposit

designed to make each of us think
about how we should treat others.
Next, everyone crowded
around Art Al1enbrook who did a
fantastic job of story~telling. Miss
Oakley, also of Library Science;
introduced many new and interesting books to us, through her
book talk. The excerpts that she
read to us created curiosity - even
I want to get ahold of copies of the
books she mentioned to find out
what happened next!
It was almost lunch time but
before we ate, we heard two more
stories, which were well told by
two guests of Miss Bouchard.
It had been a very busy mOfning and everyone had really
worked uP. an appetite so when.
lunch time was proclaimed, there
were no. arguments!
We wrapped up .the day's
events with another rousing
chorus of Tie A Yellow Ribbon
Round the Old Oak Tree and
everyone said their farewells. As
we marched down to the bus, such
comments as "1 don't want to
leave ... ''., "Tell Mary I said
"Can we come
goodbye... II ,
again?" could be heard. Mter
much waving and shouting the
bus disappeared.
It had been a long day but well
worth the time it took to get involved. SNEA thanks all who
participated. Our only regret is
tha t more people were unable to
attend even for just a short time.
As one partiCipant who dropped-in
between classes said, <II was only
there for a few minutes, but it was
great!"

J
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The Comment

March 6,]975

MOVIES
CONCERTS
PAUL'S MALL

THE CLUB Cambridge
Pelican

Orchestra Luna
March 6&:7'

Kresge Auditorium, MIT
Ali Akbar Khan
March 14

Leo Sayer
March 8 & 9

JAZZ WORKSHOP
Hugh Masekela
thru

Mar~h

9

BOSTON GARDEN
Jethro Tull "
March 12

BOSTON MUSIC HALL
Seals & Crofts - In Concert
March 18, 7pm & IOpm

ORPHEtfM' ',THEATRE
Roy Btic'h~likii \;'
'John Enhvisiie'~s OX "
'
March 7

ALLSTON
Harold and Maude
Freebie and the Bear

THEATRE
"Godspell" at Chateau de Ville in
Saugus, dinner and show Starts
March 11

BEACON HILL
Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore ..

THE BOSTON REPERTORY
THE,;ATRE
The Point-A musical fantasy
about Oblio and Arrow by Harry
Nelsson

CHERI
A Woman Under the Infl!1ences
, Lenny
Amarcord

EXETER
Scenes From A Marriage

Average White Band
March 11
Chick Corea .
March' 28

PI ALLEY
Young' Frankenstein

HARVARD SQUARE THEATRE
Commander Cody
Doc Watson

'

~..-.. ~"~~ ----~
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The Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER'
And Acquire The Rank Of

fa~~~~~~gO!U~:hT~~~~e~:~eking

,

j
,

t

Our
, enviornment-concious new ministers who believe what we believe: Man should exist in
,
ha,rmOny with nature. We are a non-structured , ~
faith, undenominational, with no traditional docj
trine or dogma. Benefits for ministers' are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket LD.
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
'
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
establishments extending an automatic
"
cash discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals
'
and all other ministerial functions.
4. Start your own church and apply for exemption from property and other taxes.
'
Enclose a free-will donation for the minister's cre- ,
j dentials and pocket license. 'Your ordination is re- ,
, cognized in a1150 states and most foreign countries.
Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary ESther,F1o:da
'32569.
.

t
t

SPRING COLLEGE SPECIAL:

,

$8 weekends from March 1 to end of season. Show current college ID at

Snowshed or Killington Information Centers. In Maine, ski Sunday River
for $5 midweek; $6.50 weekends.

.

1

t

t

Ski for $7 midweek;

t

~~..-..~~--

SACK 57
The Towering Inferno
Murder ,On, the ,'Orient Express

'SAVOY!
The .GO<lfatlle~, I~
SAVOY II
Rafferty and the Gold 'Dust
Twins

PARIS CINEMA
The Ultimate Thrill

PRU CONEMA
Deep Throat
The Devil and Miss Jones

CIRCLE CINEMA
The Front Page
CHARLES WEST
Lacombe, Lucien
Cambridge

"

CENTRAL SQUARE
King of Hearts
CENTRAL SQUARE 2
Blazing Saddles

with the purchase of a JUMBO JACK

,-----------------~--------,
:}t'R.EE
U.ELUX.E HAMBlJRG.ER I

OPEN 24
I (with this cOlipon)
and the purchase:
HOLJRS
: of a'JUMBO JACK or JLJMB(J JACK : 20% discount
I
WI1'H Ul.E.ES.E
I
on all
I
I
I offer good until ,Feb. -23, 1975 at
I
I
' I
I:
JAU( In the80,X
I
te1eph one
I
II

- - - - _______________________ r

I,

"

"

.

orders over $10.00
(through

BROCKTON
Earthquake
Young Frankenstein
The Towering. Inferno
Lenny
HANOVER
Murder On The Orient Express
The Towering Inferno
Strongest Man In The World
Rafferty and the Gold Dust
Twins

RAYNHAM
Strongest Marrin the World
Murder On The Orient Express

roc au
March 6, ]975.

Justice. Under
RichardP ache,

CO

Within minutes after the
elll'lain had gone up, the apprehension that had accompanied
me into the auditorium had
vanished. I was caught up in the
magical web being woven on
stage by Karen Hantzes and
Dennis O'Neil. Because of the
simplicity of both set and story it
was necessary for both of these
thespians to draw heavily upon
their talents. Tbey gave honesty
and imagination to the intimate
plot of this first play j the life of
Adam and Eve.
The feeling of sorrow at their
banishment from The Garden was
totally captured, as was the
anguish felt at Abels death ... and
finally Eve's. Their feelings
hung suspended in the air: they
became almost tangible. Enveloping each member of the
audience.
While Karen ane
Dennis took the honoI'S in acting.
Mark Cartier none-tha-Iess sang
and danced most dexteriously.
Once again showing his performing skills on the RS.C. stage.
Most everyone has heard the
story of "The Lady and the
Tiger," by Frank R. Stockton.
This story deals with a form of
'justice' in a barbaric Kingdom of
Old. Were a man accused of a
crime he was put into an arena
where he was then forced to
choose between two identical
doors. Behing one was a hungry
tiger, the other had a beautivful
lady, he kept whatever he founel
behind the door of his choic'.
Barry Lew, portraying the role of
Caltain SJan;,laJ;' was accused 0 f
having a ~fbrbiddne love affair
with Princess Barbara, played by
Helena Antilla. Not able to stand
the thought of her lover being torn

l

to bits by a tiger, the Princess
found out which door the beast
was behind.
This interaction between Barry
and Helena
produced some
quite amusing' scenes.
Their
double takes and allusion of silent
movie type lovers added together

The Comment

7

the Apple
Tree

to dispell any remnants of sorrow
that might have lingered from
'''The Diary of Adam and Eve.1!
"Forbidden Love," sung by
both Sanja.r and the Princess
exemplified each ones abilities to
playoff the other on stage. Some
of the coreography was very good
in, this play and. a good example
was Ms. Anttiles dance to 'I've
Got What You Want.' The dance ~
carried overt sexual urlderpinnings and was a pleasure to.
watch.

mention also. Both Paula Agnew
and Carol Baldwin, members of
the Princess's entourage, aui
some eye catching dancing.
"The Diary of Adam and Eve"
evoked emotions from the
audience and captured their interest. In "The Lady and the
Tigre", the cast combined good
dancing, singing, and humour to
thoroughly entertain the viewers.
But with the third play
"Passionella"Cheryl Buskey
rollicked the audience with
laughter from begin ning to end..
. a truly dynamic peIio.r,m.ijpf,~h'
This story dealt witna'lowley,.:
homely lady; with no fa~1iy;~lie'
provided her. own living' by
working as a chimney sweep for a
big company. Everynight after
work she'd return home, turn on
the T.V. and dream of being the
world's most beautifill ~ctress: A.,
utomation replace her at work
and no one else seemed to have
need of an out of work chimney
sweep. Ella (Cheryl) finally goes
home to escape into her fan~asy
world s; she was shattered, her
T. V. had broken.
Chris Yukna's style of
narration really helped out with
the comedy at this point. His
vocal quality was reminescant of
tributed his abilities to successful
outcome of the show. Jeff's stage
presence was quite good and
added to the overall production.

the narration in "The Untouchables" T.V. series. Creating
a comical atmosphere soley be
vocal inflection is. not a simp!e
chore; but Mr. Yukna showed it
can be done and with good .
theatricle style.
Keeping in the Cinderella
tradition Ella became Passionella
by way of her fairy. godmother. ,
As Passionella, her fantasy was
fulfilled j she was the sexiest,
most glamourous movie 'star in
the world. Here Cheryl went
. through a
remarkably fast
costume change (30 sec.). ,The
garb of a soot stained chimney .
sweep became a shimmering long
"SHver evening gown. Complete
with boa and and a bust line that'd
make Chesty~organ look like she
was wearing a training bra, she
was transformed. Cheryl. was
huge and comic effect was
devastating. Her smallest,· .'
~ovements drew mirthful
laughter.
Enthralling an
audience is made easier If one has
superb dancing, singing and
comic abilities.
The stage became her
playground where she was ableto
release her full capabilities of
drawing the audience into her
zany world. With the comment!
floating around .after "the show
was over, Ms BuSkl\' was, with no
doubt, the star of the evening.
Jeff Entw: istle, portraying Flip,
her Prince Charming, also con-

An often heard statement, "1
can't stand needles and the sight
of blood, but this is for a worthly
cause," was uttered constantly. ,
I.'rom 9: 15 to 4: 00 the tables in
the S.U. Ballroom were constantly filled with blood donors for
the Red Cross Bloodmobile Drive
this past Wednesday. A potential
214 donors had arrived throughout
the day to offer one pint of their
blood for the always present need
of blood. With the many Red
Cross volunteers and staff plus
college students, a total of 157
pints was taken.
.

They Joined the Blood
Line

{
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Preliminary meeting - Mon..
March 10 at 4 p.m. in gymn •
••
classroom.
:::::=~--------------~,.
•
Golden Retriever bitch to breed .:>
.'1:1
with A.CK. show Golden. Ma1e.'i
has C.D. obience little - is good for : ~
CXD.
Good pedigree - good ......
• ~
personality. Call Sue at 697-8226. : ~

personals
Mark ~ Roses are red, violets are
blue; Old man you're )9, but we
still love you. Hugs and kisses. ~
Rackel and Sophie
MEC - Because of selfish people
like the TiUy girls, half the world
is starving; the other half is doing
their laundry in Ti1ly. - The Kids.
Giroux - Congrats. Your rock is
bigger than his.
Hazel - It seems like we
always find just the right time to
talk. I hope it remains that way.
It can really make you feel whole
again. ~ 143 RM
Jim Me - Please go back to Scott
Hall. We're getting sick of your
Boring face.
Gerry - we both crave you Bod! ! !
- Your two spamfans. D. and D:
Claudia - Too slow for those who
wait; too swift for those who
fear; too long for those who
grieve; too short for those who
rejoice. But for those who love,
time
is
eternity!
Congratulations! - Your friends ..
To Feet and Eggs; Wishing you
much happiness together! .
To our new brother, Keep those
. reeks coming. It really makes
our night. We'regonna miss them
after you've made it through hell.
Best of luck. - Love G.L.E.S.
Oops! We goofed. Happy Belated
Birthday to Tobe, Kevin &
Wayne. We just wouldn't be the
same
crazy, zany people
without you.

LePine - as they say in the
playground, "Tough Nougies" Gerry. P .S. Learn to keep a
secret!

It's DDD or NOTHING!

To J,C,J,D,B,D,G,T,K,N,B,D,C,D... Dn't forget to attend the
Meeting in Scott Hall on ThurTobe ~ Happy 20th Birthday.
sday, March 6, 1975 at 8 pm. AtGuess
you're a woman now!?!
tendance will be taken! ! !
The Gang.
Aspecial award for absentees.
BYOR
To Nancy, Moira, and Steve,
Nothing can ever replace having
friends
like you. Luv, "Almost 5"
Dr. Heck & Joe - Motor crossWe're glad you caught our drift.
Now, will you please give it back?
Give us a break. Keep your eye
out for the Mad Dasher;
Everybody walk this way! - Piglet
and the Bean.

To whoever Jives in Kingston - In
case you haven't noticed, your
phone number has been cancelled. If you still want to sell the
Gremlin, leave another meSsage
,(to Tim Townsend) on the gym
bulletin board.

Heidi - We hope you didn't catch
our drift too hard. Biology majors
are good sports. - The B.M.A.

To Y.E. - I've heard that Rocket
J. Squirrel is ~he leader of the
Rana Pipiens Dancers. Well, if he
can cha-cha as will as he twitterpates, I wouldn't put it past
him.
Bodaciously yours, Dr.
H.T.N.

Karen - A thought for March 8th,
your 20th - Some people are going
to like you, and some people
aren't, so you might as well be
you. Then at least you will know
that the people who like you, like
YOU! Have a great day! With
love from Meredith.

To DiWatale in 121 - Happy 39thor did you stop counting? - Love,
the Mayor
Dr. Bert - Congratqlations on a
great season. This is the best we
could do: CUT 'EM UP, DOCTOR! - Your loving fans and
fellow1doctors.
.

P. Ben - Is sleeping the afternoon
away the only way to cure a
'Fiesty' mood? or could
something esle help? (a little TLC
maybe?)

To Barry C. - Cheer upi Things
aren't as bad as they seem. - A
Friend.

Barb - Congratulations on your
.JIl ew room!
Hope to see those
little legs coming· down the hall.
Keep that paper roland.. - The
Fools! !
Dr. Oooff - Hope you had a happy
19th. Surprise!! - The Crazy
Crew.
To my favorite person in the
Music Room who always plays
Nan Morrison, Moon Dance for
me. Thanks. Long live Van
Morrison!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FORM
rirf'lp :lppropriatp h<>ading:

Ti'OR qt\T.F.

T O~'l' R· FOPNn

TJmT~TNr.

HF'T.P W" l\J'J'F.n

PFR~Ol\J"T.

qFRVT(,F.~

Wt\"J'J'F.n

TTF'T.P W" l\J'J'F.D

n'l'HF.R

l1TnF.IRTDF.RS WAN'J'F.:D

To Ann Y. -1hanks for the hand on
Saturday night. I might not have
to the dorm without you;· Signed·
you-know-who. P .S. Was it really
5 a.m.?
Dayona - Even though Mike's a
Marine no need to cry-he'll live in
your heart. He'll be home sooner
than you think. Love, Deidra.

-------~---
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why not sign up in the Student
Union Information Booth to play
in the Spring Tennis Tournament .
sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee. The events
are men and women's singles,
doubles and mixed events, with
trophies being awarded. The cost
per player, per event is one
dollar, required at the time of sign
·ups. The dead line for sign ups is
GFriday, March 7th. It is a first
come, first serve baSis, so sign up
now - the tournament starts
Monday, March 10th. See you on
the. courts!

rooms

~

s:
..
•

Harmony electric guitar - w/new; ~ ••••••••••••••••••••:.
strings - just. refinished - na.t~ral·
.
~"'. ~1~
..
walnut.
Excellent co~dibon,
..trt4~:'f,.t i
'i!'v~"Y;.
$40.00 also "Fuzz Face'· like the
''-_.'.
,;,.3~
one Hendrix ~ed $25.00. Call
'
<
Paul 335-4414. - .
t
. •
•

14 . ',,;

One boy's bicycle 24" nearly new
- $20. One pItch ball playing- $5.
One Lionel Train set - power pad
arid extra track - very good buy
$15. Call 1-7731 4689.

Enjoy SUmmer Study in
the Cool Rockies

Honda CB-100, Excellent con·
dition - Gets 110 m.p.g. Good for
street and dirt riding. Price
. $345.00 or best offer. Call 585-2855
anytime.

Small C.II ••1 - Accredito - PII'SIIIII
IlIferest - Successful Gradllates - Air
IIct BI$ Trave' Availa", • Acadtmic
lid Recrealie.al Facili"n Anila....
Witllin Walkine Dislalce•

hunger lecture

Enlla"11 ltJe C.f.rHI Trail
Elg. La.q. &
fir TelChlrS
Prep. • Use .f EducaHHal G.as
Clacltin,' Judet.C ....'s Gyma.stiC$

SPECIAL FEATURES

C.,.

The World Hunger Lecture se:r1.es,;
AT THE Catholic Center (B.S.C)
will present Rev. Brian Hehir on
Monday, March 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Fr. Hehir is chairman of the
Peace and Justice Commission,
U.S.
Catholic Conference,
Washington, D.C. The theme of
"A
the presentation will be:
Christian Response to Wrld
Hunger.''' All are Welcome .

E'i~l.

actp.istlllUS PI_IS

Awards B.A. and M.A. i. iii yari.ty
If ftelcts -Ext.sive Offerillp i.

P,.fessl.al Edacari..~
. Flexible Mo.lar Curriculllll
2, 5, 8, and ll-weei sessills incl.detl

within SlImIer Qflaner
June 16 - August 22, 1!75

WRITE:

Pultlicati.ns Office, Sex SQ
WESTERN STATE COLLEGE

Gunnison, CO 81230

~-

·M tGt. cr-oh" P.l..A M ~ert, H;r: A.

IOple3:

..ru *'plc.4$ ..... DeIMANC!
leJfcJ,ett.. J"ob gJ. OtL tl4,e.
lfAe,S.

II: 00

M Itwt.C"

Il t'k

120: (JO NtJO"J
S./A. BA L.L. ROoM
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DISTINGUIStJ)

ART C RITIe
esc.

ART FAC.ULTY

SUDW

rec.eptiON MARt:.H loth

8 "/0

III.

cloSftJ M4RcH 21

lost & found
J

('Ifl~sifif'n~

nrp freE' for n11 RS.C. qtllnf'nt!'l

F'nr non-<;t\;dpnts:

rnst

wanted

is 'I: Ofi flPr worn

•

'\'fl nil'

Plumf"

\rhlt· ..""

'rot:1' Fnf'lo'wrl

A manager and a scorer for the
women's softball teams. II interes ted
please
attend

" ..

'i>;"
.
'<oJ

..

Lost a pair of gold-wire rimmed
glasses somewhere on campus.
Please contact me if found~
Reward will be given. . Mary C.
Kenney.· ~the Comment Office.

:

•

~

1':

Room tor Hent. Call after 4 p.m. 697-2030

I\rI to rf'flrl n~ follows'
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THJOSE INTERESTED IN • en
FORMiNG A Robert Fripp Appreciation Society ,contact Gil : Cl
Bliss of WBIM-FM.
: ~

for sale

..".?

FL YING PIZZA
Telephone

697-8631

Bridgewater delivery only

Tues..-Sun.

f5: 00-11: 00)

'
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slavic studies club
Present Attorney Lesley
Gold next Wednesday, March 13, .
at 3:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall; discussing his experiences in Siberia. Topic of his
talk:
"SIBERIA WON- ~
DERLAND OR WASTELAND?'

snea
The Student NatiOnal Education
Association wants to remind
those who sighed up for "Free to
be You and Me" that rehearsals
arc every Monday night at 7 :00
lun in S. U. 205. 20(;, 207. Also,
coming events enclude MTA's
inservice WOl'kshop on Chapter
7lili, an Educational .Workshop
('ntiilcd I SEE A CHILD, and 11
poster board sale. Watch for
posters and ads!

interviews
A
representative
from
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company will be on campus
'EEDNESDAY, March 12 from
9:30 until 4:00p.m. Students interested in positions in sales
management are encouraged to
take advantage .of this opportinity. The representative will
also talk with students considering other insurance related
careers.
A sign-up sheet has been posted
outside the Office of Stcudent
Services, Boyden Hall. For further informa tion please see
Martha ~omes or Al Petipas.

softball
Anyone interested in trying out
for the women's softball team
please sign-up> in the gymn.
There will be a

mandatory

preliminary meeting on Mon.
March 10 at 4p.m. in the gymn
classroom. Practice begins Tues.
March 11 at 3.

ski club
There will be a general
meeting in the Ratcellar Thursday, March 13 from 4-6 p.m.
There will be color slide
presentations of the ski trip to
Round Top Mt. in Vermont and of
the Appalachian Mountain Trail
tht extends from Maine to
Georgia. All persons interested in
skiing, hiking, canoeing, etc .. are
invited.

religion study
The public is invited to the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Westen, the
Unitarian Universalist Parsonage, at 50 Union Street,
Bridgewater, at Sp.rn. on Friday
evening March 14, to join a study
group on the world's great
religions ohone 697-7155.
The First Parish Unitatian
U nibersalist Church, of which Dr.
Westen is. the Minister, is an old
historic
church which is realigning itself in new directions.
It has recently adopted a program
that has included the development of innovative ideas and
innovative worship services. The
church is heavily endowed, and
now seeks to enter a period of
renewal after a time of some
decline, oasing its renewal on
some of the modern trends ain
Unitarian Universalism, partieularly the emTlhasis on learning from the inc ~ 'Ilts of all the
frea t Master Teachers of the
world's great re~igions. '
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Bears Duntp New Have"n,
New En land

by Kevin Hanron

The Bridgewater State icemen
closed the season last weekend in
winning ~orm , defeating the
University of New Haven and
New England College and'
finishing with a record of 10 win!:!
and 11 losses.
On Friday night at Crossroads,
the Bears tripped UNH for the
second time this season, this time
by a 3-2 score.
Following
a
pattern
astablished in recent gtames,
BSCjumped of to a 2-0 lead in the'
second period on goals. by Brian
Hanlon and Jim McKeon; Kevin ,.
Breslin closed the gap to 2-1 with
1: 55 remaining in the period, but
at 7: 14 of the final stanza, Pat
Galvin netted his 20th goal of the
season to pu t BSC ahead, 3-1. New
Haven's . Peter' Gomes for the
Chayers countered in the third
period, but it wasn't enought and
, Bridgewater hung on for a 3-2
victory.
The Bears posbd a more impressive victory on Saturday
night when they upset New
England College, 4-3. It was
BSC' s first victory in history
over the Pilgrims; as· the~
avenged a 5-310ss suffered earlier
this season.
Again, Bridgewater jumped off
to a quick 2-0 lead, this time in thE'
first period as they outshot NEC,
13-2. At 10:45, Paul Kelly stole thE!
puck at the Pilgrim's blue line
and swept a backhander put
goalie John Stevenson to giVE:
BSCa 1-0 lead. Then, at 12:38, Jim

McKeon scored his 27th goal of
season as the Bears took a2-0
lead.
BSC's defense got a littlEl
sloppy in the second period as
New England came back to tie the·
game, at 2-a11 on, a series of
breakaway goals. And at 1:06 of
the final stanza, the Pilgrims
went ahead, 3-2, on yet another
breakaway.
But, as has been the story alJ
year, sophomore Pat Galvm
pulled the. Bears back into the
game with .h\s ,21st goal of the
season.
The Milton native
finished up with his 51st point of
the season when he scored at 8:41
of the third period after a
scramble in front of the NEC net.
The BSC .fans, looking for an
upset, went into· ii state of near
shockwhen, with 5: 36 left in the
game, a New England player was
allowed to completely circle the
BSC net and dump the puck into 3
ft. of open net for what seemed to
Center iceman Pat Galvin was the Bears' leading
scorer this season with. 21 goals and 30 assists
be the go-ahead goal. But the
for 51 points. Galvin is a sophomore from Milreferee disallowed the goal,
ton. (Barbara Tobin photo) .
ruling that the net had come off its
pegs b~fore the shot. ,Whew!
. and N~w '. England., marking the
semen with" 12, "aiidhe'soIlly a
The near-miss by New England ,- first time that BSC has .put
freshman! ... Brian Hanlon, who
set the stage for Chuck Healy's
together back -to-back wins over
puts out more effort per pound
winning goal with just 2 :4l!
Division II opponents_. Pat
than anyone, finishedas the thirdremammg.
The junior from
Galvin's 51 points this season give
leading scorer with 10 goals and
Dedham sho;.thome a 12 ft.
him a career total of 84 points,
13 assists for 23 points ... And Jim
rebound of Clay Small's slapshot
tops on the team when Jim
McKeon closed out his career
to give the Bears a 4-3 win.
McKeon graduates this year. The
with 211 points. The senior from
CROSSCHECKING--The
sophomore center has established
Natick had three outstanding
icemen established a small but
a team record this season with 30
years before this season's consignificant record with their 2 assists ... Paul Kelly established
"ibution of 27 goals and 16 assists.
a team assist record for defenconsecutive wins over New Haven

.J'

.••

WRA News Brief
The Women's Recreation
Association will be holding their
annual elections on Tuesday April
15. Nomination papers can be
picked up at the Info Booth
starting March 12 and must be
turned in no later than March 19.
Theoffices open are: President,
Vce-president,
Secretary,
Assistant Treasurer, Recreation
Coordinator, Publicity Director,
and Assistant Publicity Director.
There are several paid positions
also open.
These are Sports
Director, Intramural Director
and Assistant. There are also two
positions available on Intercollegiate Council, the committee which regulates intercollegiate athletic policy.
Tht.~se positions are for a non()Iayer and playcr.
These
I)Ositions aI'C open to any woman
on campus. WRA is not just for
Physical Education majors. WHoA
I.lans a val'i(~ty of activities some
of which includes. intramm'ais,
o£l'-campus trillS. crafts bOtu's and
one recently held activity, 11
square dance. This organization
nCNis intcr(~sted people who <1re
not aft'aid to get involved. if! ord,cr

for next year, WE NEED YOU!
I order to be acted upon by the
Women's Recreation EECUTIVE
Board these motions must 'be
posted before the CoUege Community.
Motion: To combine the offices of
recording
secretary
and
corresponding secretary into one
office of secretary.
The duties of the
Motion:
secretary are as follows: she
shall record attendance and
minutes of aU executive board
meetings and keep records of all
said material. .~pe shall carryon
all correspondance of the
association inluding all in·
vitations, notes, cards and to
extend courtesy gestures as
deen1ed necessary.
Motion: To pstablish the m~w
Hffict~ of sl"cond vice-pl'esident
with tlu.' intent that she will
aSSltme tht~ office of vil'e• U

IH·{·su.(~nt
J;

.

•

III

I'
t H.~ ensmng yt~ar.

. president in her absence, to work
closely with the vice-presient in
organizing all off-campus trips
and arrangin,g all the details of

each trip. She shall keep her own
records of each trip to be used in
the ensuing year.

ECAC Division II
Final Hockey Standings
M~!rrirna::k

(23-7-1)......................
Bowdoin {12-9-0)..........................
Hamilton (16-7.. 1).........................
Middlebury (15-6-1)......................
Salem State (19-7-0)•• ~..................
Army (16-11-0)•••••••
Lowell Tech (14-8 ..0)....................
Oswego State (IS-a-I}...................
St. Anselm's (14-10-0)..................
UConn (15-10-0)....... ~...................
A.I.e. (14-12-0)...........................
UM :ISS (10-14-1)...........................
Buffalo (11-18-1)......................... ,
Elmira (12-6-2)...........................
Norwich
Williams. (12-9-0).........................
Ithaca (8-7-1) .............................. ,
Boston State (l3-16-0}...................
Holy Cross (lO-lO-O}.....................
Bridgewater State (10-11-0)............
Babson (9-10-0)............................
New Eng I'and (7 - 14- 0)••••••

n....................

(13-14-0)........................

I3".tI • • • • • • Gflal\h

DiviSion

GF

GA

22-2-1

176

11..5-0

87
99

78
72
79
58
81
74
74
75
88
80
99
86
66
54

13-5-1
10-4-1
15-7-0
12-7-0
13-8-0
10-6-1
12-9-1
9-8-1
11-11-0
9-9-1
7-7-1
6-6-1
9-10-0
8-9-0
5-7-1
7-15-0
3-8-0
3-8-0
3~9-0

3 9 0
lOIn

""'"

Colby (5-14 ...2)............................. 3-12-2
BrOCkport State (12-1O-0)m............ 1-7-0
0

81
III
99
89
92
144
76
116
90
84.
54
98
74
55
80
42
38
44
50

82
61
132
75
73
70
100

64

93

112

zw..·

Motion: The duties of the second
39
vice-presid.e.nt. are ..<~s f'Oll.?w.s: t12. ~. ___ t-I~'?! ~I-!av. en.(.5-21~0).............................."•• _' }"'l~~~,.:, . 52 ,.' 137
~~.'
to phm and c'a}ry ou't "o;lrprogr~~ .d(!er:f~)rm .tlu:~ .. dutles" 'of ·."lc~".:,.; "." ~.u.'
J'
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Bears Bounced From
• • Tourney * *
by Joe Silvi

This season John MI:::Sharry became the second
highest scorer in BSC history. Here he shoots:
his lOOOth pOint at M:rrimack.

Ring ...
Bridgewater's 32 - 27 advantage
TWA: Good Morning ,Trans with about a minute left but two
World Airlines, may I help you? field .goals by Eastern Conn.
KC: Yes, Please. I'd like to made the half time scor~ stand at
32 ~ 31 Bears.
.
make a cancelation.
TWA: A cancelation, sir?
In the second hatf with
KC: Yeh, I'd like to cancel my Bridgewater leading 36 -: 33 the
ticket for tommorrow's flight roof of the Bryant Gym fell in on
number 216' to Kansas City, the Bears as the Warr~ors of
please. The name is Chirp. You Eastern Conn. struck with 12
see I don't have to go now.
straight unanswered p'oints.
BALLGAME. The bears tried
TWA: Now?
KC: Well, yeh the Bridgewater coming back late in the game but
basketball team lost so we won't costly turnovers or bad shots led
to frustration.
be going to Kansas City this year.
You see, last Saturday night the
Gene Walcott, who will be
Bears lost in the opening round of playing in the All~Star game for
the NAIA Tournament at Bryant the college division, ended up the
College, losing to Eastern Con- night with 27 points. and Matt
necticut State by the score of 67 - Mendes contributed 17. Walcott
65. The Bears recieved a severe and Walt Driscoll shared rebound
blow 30 seconds into the game as honors with 12 each while Steve
Terry McNamara was hit with a Jantz passed out 11 assists. flying elbow in his eye and
Now you know why I won't be
remained out of action for the going to Kansas City.
rest of the game. The game TWA: Yes, I understand. Your
started out in the first half as if ticket has been cancelled ,sir.
nobody~ wanted the lead, because
Maybe some other time.
the lead changed hands five times KC: Oh well, I've heard the
and the score was tied no fewer wea ther in Missouri is not so good'
than 11 times. Eastern Conn . this time of year, anyways.
acted as if they didn't know if they Thank-you for understanding
were coming or going in the first ma'am. Good Bye.
few minutes as they banked 9 of Click
their first 13 shots but committed Ring
6 turnovers during that span to KC: Hello
keep the game close. The biggest Operator: deposit 65¢ please.
lead of the first half was

Steve Jantz finds time torest and ponder a
quetionable call by the offiCial.

I

AROUND THE RIM
Following are the records the
'74-75 basketball team either broke
or tied this season. Pull up a chair
open a Schlitz; this may take a
while.

Most FG's Game: 52 vs Lowell St.
2/3/75

:':e action domlJiated the opening game of the NAtA region 32. Gene Walcott shots for two

rJ. his 27 points in the los1n& effort.

Individual Records

Nichols 2/4/15

Most points Game ;44 Walcott vs
Fitchburg St. 1/23/75
Most,FG's Game: 20

t

Most Assists Galne : 37 vs Lowell
St. 2/3/75

Walcott

Most Turnovers Game : 38 vs
fitchburg St. 1/28/75
Most Points Season: 2249
Most FG's Season: 925
Most FG's Attempted Season:
2021
Most FG'sAttempted Opponent
Season: 2044
Best FG Percentage Season: .458
Most Rebounds Season: 1486
Most Games Played: 27
Most Wins : 21
Fewest Losses: 6
Most Assists: 622
Most Personal Fouls : 624
Best Won/Lost Percentage: .777

vs Fitchburg St. l/Z)/75
Best FT Percentage Game: 1.000
McSharry (twice) Grazewski no-

lO)
Most assists Gi;lme: 13 Jantz vs
Mass. Maritime 2/8/75
Most assists Season: 173 , Jantz .
Most assists Career: 217 (plus)
Jantz
Highest assist Average Season:
6.4 Jantz
Team' Records
Most Points Game
chburg St. 12/10/74

Best FG Percentage Game : .6Z1
vs LowellSt. 2/3/75 (52-83)
Best FT Percentage Game : 1.000
vs Worcester St. 2/15/75 (5-5)
Most fouls Game : 34vs Fit-·
chburg St. 1/28/75
.
Most Rebounds Game: 81 vs

119 vs Fit-

(21 - 6)

Coach Tom Knudeson discusses str~tegies with his players during' a time out In. the NAtA
regioDal tournament•.. ' ., .,.
(Photos by Goudreault)

W.hewl ~!
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MEN END SWIM

0'8

SEASON'

o

AT BROWN
The Bridgewater State Varsity and Jim Bardner in the 200 yd.
Swim Team completed its dual Backstroke.
meet season last Friday with a
Bridgewater will compete in
double victory over Holy Cross .
and
Southeastern
Mass. the New England Intercollegiate
Championships
at
Brown
University, downing SMU 74-37 University this weekend.
and the Crusaders 83-35. The
win s gave the Bears an 8-4 record Dual Meet Record
and their 5th consecutive winning BSC 72 Boston College 36
season.
BSC 59 Brandeis
54
Standouts
for
BSCwere BSC 52 Albany
61
assistant captain Al Johnston, BSC 42 URI
71
who set a team record in the 500 ESC 34 Babson
78
Freestyle (5: 17.8), Rick Bat- BSC 80 Bryant
33
. tistini, who swam a 2: 12.8 for the BSC 76 Lowell
37
·200 Individual Medley and Paul BSC 63.
Colby
50
Dauphinais, who clocked a 2:19.5 BSC 75 UNH
38
for the 200 yd. Butterfly.
BSC 48 Central Conn. 65
Also capturing first places BSC774 SMU
37
were Mike Arseugult in the 200 yd, BSC 83 Holy Cross 35
Frestyle, Dan Burus in diving,

wrestling

Eric Brunelle is a 19 year old
sophomore
from
Lowell
Massachusetts. He stands 6'1"
tall and weighs 1851bs and
wrestles in the 1771b class, He
previously wrestled for two years
in higp school and his team has
won the State Championship three
of the last four years. Eric is a
fine wrestler and should improve
greatly Ilext year.

-

-

John Mondor is a 20 year old
junior
from
Spencer
Massachusetts. He is 5'11" tall
weighs 1751bs and wrestles in the
167 lb. class. John has been
wrestling for two yearsand is one
of Dr. Maier's proteges who went
out without much knowledge of
the sport but has shown great
enthusiasm and potential.

WOlllen'·s
Basketball

-

BSC went into their last game
of the egular season in search of a
final victory to top off a super
second-half-of-the-season spurt,
but came out instead with a tough
75-60 loss to a strong URI quintet.
When the two teams met
earlier
this season, URI earned a
.
49-37 victory over the cold' gB
B t B 'd
shootIII ears. U rl gewater
has come on string since the
midseason mark, so there seemed
r~a:son
to
believe·
good

.Jim Dickenson is, a 20 year old
sophomore from Fayetteville
New York. He stands 5'9" tall
weighs 160 lbs and wrestles in the
157 lb. class. Jim previously
wrestled for four years in high
school and has been a favorite
here at BSC for the past two
years. AVarsity wrestling team
would hold its own if it ever comes
about.

Bridgewater could turn the tables
on URI this time. Earlier 'in the
week the Beras had chewed up
powarful U MASS and! Northeas

s ~ern squads.

iheUMASS GAME WAS BSC's
last home game of the season, and
the Bears kept· the home crowd
happy, combining the talents of

URI fought to an 11 point advantage at intermission.
The
Bears stormed back and for a
while held a slim 1 point lead, but
URlsuddenly got red-hot while
Bridgewater ran out of steam.
URI steadily built a lead that BSC
tried in vain to cut into. Joan
Howard finishd with 16 points,
followed by Jackie Dunphy and
Betty Jenewin with 13 each.
Bridgewater won the rebounding
battle 45-4{ with Joan Howard
grabbing 17 and Kathleen Parker
hauling in 11.
Bridgewater closes out the
regular season with a 4-5 log. This
Saturday, March 8th, the Bears
will compete in the MAlAW
Turnament held at Tufts

University.
The JV's ended their season on
everyone for a rou~ing' 72-50 a bright not, crushing URI's JV's
victory.
Two days later 83-46. The JV's end the year with
Bridgewater pI'nned a 76-52 an even 4-4 record, 3 of the losses
decision of Northeastern.
heartbreakers by less than 3
BSCrode a balancedscoring attack points. Denise Beresyniewicz (20
to victory, as ,Jackie Dunphy, points, 10 ,re,bounds), Rosie
J.oan Howard, Sue Walas, and GriW~in (9 pOints), and Mary
Kathy Parker hit for 15, 14, 12, Jane MueHo 00 points) shot BSe '
and 10 points respectively' .'
to the URI victory. 'The Bears
Kris Lattimer, Kathy Ostapower,
Wit. those back-to-back" vic- came out on top in the battle of the
Ronnie Dunn, Cindy Stewart and tories under their belts, BSC boards, as Denise Beresyniewicz
Th'
looked toward URI. 'The game pulled down 11 and Maureen
Sand K
y app.
e gIrls swam was tight early inthefirst half, but
9~~oo~~q~~~~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~R;e;a~~;o;n~1;O~.~~_ _ _~~~

Kapp Places -in Easterns;
Women Swimmers Finishat-6-2
B.S.C. women's swim team have
completed its first season as a
varsity sport with an impressive
6-2 record, bowing only to Conn,
U~iversity and Boston Universtiy. The majority of meets were
swam 3rd quarter following
semester break and have ended
their season with New England
Swimming and Diving Championships at Brown University,
R.I.
The women placed 18th out of
29 teams. finishing with a total of
53 points. 200 yd. Medley team·
finished 14th, in the 50 yd. back,
K. Ostapower placed 17th, K.
Lattimer 18th, in the 50 yd. free,
C. Stewart finished 9th, in the 100
yd. Fly, S. Kapp placed 1st with
the time of 1: 01.5, in the 100 Free,
C. Stewart plac(.>d 16th and K.
Lattimer finished 13th· and· S.

Kapp placed 5th in the 100 yd.
back.
The team has had a fantastic
season under Coach Bill and have
worked to beat M.LT., Northeastern, Conn. College and
Brandeis University, Mostly a
young team, the women will only
lose two swimmers, co-captain
Jan Ward and diver Judi Gricson.
S~ '. next year's season looks
promising for B.S.C.'s swimmers! Well- Alright, Swimmers!
Well - Alright, B.S.C.
Five swimmers from B.S.C.'s
Women's Swim Team traveled to
the University of Pennsylvania
last weekend for the Eastern's
regional swimming and diving
championships. The girls had
previously qualified for individual
and team events.
Represen ting tHe/college ~were

competition placing Bridgewater
27th out 57 teams.
Sandy Kapp who placed 1st in
'the New England's, finished in 6th
place in the 100 yd. 'butterfly
competition, giving Bridgewater
the 9 points it needed to score
27th.

For the first time in regional

championship,
the
girls
represented the college well
against Ivy League colleges such
as Princeton who finished first,
Shippensburg College who placed
2nd, Penn, State placed 3rd and
Rutgers University who finished
4th in over all quality poid;s of
t:ompctition.
: .... ;. ....
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Sk, j ,Trip March 14-15
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Mounta'in, 171l
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Sign up at SU information h'ooth
or call Sue GI- annettl- at 69'7 .. 8226.
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Cars w Iracks are needed.
Riders pay for gas4
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~d. Note: This section is a new addition to the Comment.
The Feature will offer varied topics we hope you will find of interest.
If you have any suggestions as to topics for this section please.
contact us in the Comment office. WPG)

TajMahal.. .
. and the Mall
The Beauty, The Beast,
and the Moneygoround
by Errol Conant
Picture this-three young
gentlemen quaffing imported
drink and rolling luscious cabmeat crepe and omelette around
the palate while gazing interestedly yet nonplused at the
street antics of the Boston
strange. 'Comfortable, warm, and
lolling bourgeois with a vague
sense of anticipated excitement
streaming through their well-fed
veins. Who would imagine that
this picture foretold doom,destined to lead those same three
young gentlemen into the valley
of pain and obstructed view?
Such was the price we paid for
our . leisurely crepe et liqueur
Tuesday night when arriving
late,we found ourselves escorted
to a small,swelling corner in the
back back of Paul's Mall to catch
the Taj Mahal show. The place
was SRO and then some,but that
did not hinder the management of
the Mall from dropping more

cassional piano and harmonica,a first white group to record a song
keyboard player, a drummer,a in the style of reggae/calipso was
bassist,a woodwinds and Kalimba Procol Harum in 1968 when
man, a conga and assorted per- "Boredom" appeared on their
'(ussion player and a rythmn and Salty Dog album. The times were
occassional lead guitarist. not right,however,for' a reggae
Together they exploded subtlely invasion and so the song and its'
'into a breezy calipso number infectious style faded unnoticed
which was to set the mood for the into obscurity.
remainder of the evening.
Taj Mahal seemed very
'Taj has moved through a comfortable in his role as the new
number of changes in his varied Harry Belafonte, and this grew to
career and all of these changes be a problem,for he soon waxed
have been attempts to delineate a too comfortable. Both he and the
sense of roots to both himself and band failed to break out of their
his audience. Travelling on the mellow reggae strut,and soon
continuum of black experience, were lilting laid back and sleepy
he has seen and sung the in- in their sunny rut oli the beach.
domina table
rythmn
and The energy that I ~ad come to
blues,done his time with the know as Taj the Bluesman was
simple elemental philosophy of lost in his transmutation to Taj
folk blues,and now finds himself the Reggae Troubadour, The only
in
the "sweltry ,passionate bow to his great creative era as a
Carribean,extolling the tight blues master was the inclusion
funkiness of reggae and calipso: It midway through the set of "Going
is a move that will undoubtedly
the
my Mailbox

banal. This was suprising because
great an assumption that a black
he has proven to be an artiste par
artist will be "at home" in any
exellence when he tears into that
and all of the many aspects of the
instrument. The conscious. black experience. And to assume
deletion of the song's natural
that he could flower artistically to
rythmn in favor of a simulated
his fullest· potential in all these
one· sapped the energy from tJ1e
aspects of the exp-erience is
source that Taj could. have
foolhardy and unrealistic. Taj did ~
plugged into. How could he wail
know at one time where home
with his harp when the song now " was. Perhaps he's just travelling
limped,castrated, instead of
with the longing urge and . the
lurching forward with muscled
intention to get back one of theSe
power
days.
Towards the end of th~ evening
The thousands of us squeezed
Taj switched hats and in~
into the inadequate Mall began to
' struments,sitting nQw at the piano. peel ourselves off each other."
unfortunates into every available
"".~"-~------. with spotlight off. He embraced Content and tiTed,the crowd
such new songs as "Slave
crevice and lap. One kept his
started to file out. I made a vow to
mouth shut,for fear they would
Trader"with sirriple,basic piano
resist at all costs coming to the
seat yet another on your
accompaniment as ihe band, tight , Mall again. The management's
struggling tongue. The price of
and competant filled in the
blatant disregard for the comfort
admission had risen since our last
spaces. This was still the new
and for the conditions needed to
visit. Now to prove your stoicism
Taj,and by now we were slipping
enjoyably appreciate music
to pain one had to pay $4.50 a
into sedation. The songs were
disgusted me and my colleagues.
ticket: In this atmosphere we
solid and lyrical and well
To sacrifice these vital elements,
courageously attempted to enjoy
played,but they lacked the
of a club in favor of a greater gate
possibility for excitement and
the show as Taj Mahal made solo
receipt demands an avarice and a
for the stage.
fury that he has always provided
general contempt and disrespect
Dressed in a beautiful orange
. in his blues-breaking. He himself
towards the public that should not ."
peasant shirt and a huge broad.seemed to grow, detached and
be in close intimate .association '
rimmed straw plantation hat,Taj
introverted as the morning apwith anything creative, musical or
began with the "walking"
proached. Stage talk decreased to
otherwise. The alliance of greed
blues,accompanying himself on
a minimum and he no longer
and· creativity never spawns .a
subdued electric ragtime guitar.
smiled. He returned to the stage
healthy baby. The offspring is
He led the audience through a
for the obligatory encore which
born' mutated and pathetic. All
number of familiar songs,amomg
proved to be a showcase for the
the more pat!1etically tragic
,them the oft-recorded "Fishing
conga player, and was gone.
because there did· exist the
Blues" and "Ain't Nobody's
Taj IvlahaI did suffer because
potential for , full, growing
Business but My Own." The
most of his audience was suf-. life,blooming artistry. The baby
enthusiasm of the shouted enfering from the overcrowding that could have been a sweetheart,
couragement and praise clearly
the management encouraged; yet . and
everYbody
loves
a
showed that the crowd was Taj's
this factor was not wholly
sweetheart. But greed caststbe,
crowd. Some of the members of
iiiiii............................,. '. responsible for his rather routine' creation,the art,and the artist into
the audience had come from as prove profitable for'Taj,beeause· Blue." It- was heartening
andtinexcitingperformance. Like
the shadows of its' inhumanity
far as Provincetown and Amherst reggae/calipso is now enjoying hear,but it almost defiantly' , astrangerinastrangeland,'Cajin and the creation soon pales 'and '
to see the man. Considering the enormous
popularity as lacked the gutsy spirit and· the Carribean seems to be away grows stained and less than what
starting time of this second show evidenced in the sales of recor- driving rythmn of the original.
from home,far 'from the rustic it could be.·
01:30), one had to be a diehard dings by such original reggae
Even this tune Taj had modified
earthy environmentthat the blues
They will however continue to'':
Taj fan to be there in the first artists as Jimmy Cliff, The and mellowed down, repressing
inhabit. Instead he is lounging pack them in at the Mall because
place.
Wailers and The Maytals, Its' the song's innate bluespower and
and tasting the exotic fruits and the Money Game is a sickness and'
After warming up both himself, influenc'e can also be heard in the substituting a passive and
other delights of another land and it grQws on you until it becomes
cro
the
d
wd
with
his
mellow
another
p'eople,strange and' you. And then the trite quip "it's
an~
songs of Stevie Wonder, (Boogie carefully controlled reggae infunkiness and gravelly warm and On Reggae Woman) and Eric flection in its' place. It was for
foreign in many ways. Clearly his only moneyH becomes a hidiously
heartful voice,he brought out the Cl~pton (who covered HI Shot the this song and this song alone that
adoption o~ reggae is meant to be powerful and incredibly unother members of th~ band. ,Th~ Sherriff' I,an original reggae Taj pulled out his harp,but his
seen as a SIncere step back to the derstated paean to a God for all
. ~~tir,e ~r;ttou.ra,g,e C,o,ns.lsted ofTaJ number. Interestl'ngly eno,ugh. the
1 .
. .. d
times, the rouged Murderess, of
A ' . roots, :to the. ,wholeness. of the
,"
. .
,f
' . .
was, unm,sp1J;'lf
RIll 'ii, i«,' too
on.spare·r~,~~
g\lW~,r ~~
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.. .paymg
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, her ~@.livating slave lover.
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